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Interior boundary value problems are solved for the operator of generalized 
biaxially symmetric potential theory. The boundary conditions consist of 
Dirichlet data on the nonsingular part of the boundary and Dirichlet data or 
growth restrictions on the singular hyperplanes, depending on the values of 
parameters of the operator. Continuation of solutions beyond the singular 
hyperplanes is considered, yielding an improvement of a result of Huber. 
Potential theoretic methods are used for the investigation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns interior boundary value problems for the equation 
of generalized biaxially symmetric potential theory (GBASPT), 
where p and q are real numbers. For p = 0 (1.1) reduces to the equation of 
Weinstein’s [l-3] generalized axially symmetric potential theory (GASPT) 
(see references) in [4])- The interesting feature of (1.1) is that the origin is 
the intersection of manifolds of singularities of the coefficients. 
Our main results consist of Theorems 5.1, 6.1, and 6.2 which are existence 
and uniqueness theorems covering all parameter ranges of p and q; these 
lead to results on continuation of solutions (Theorem 6.3 and Remark 2 
thereto). We summarize briefly-here what the results are. 
Let Q denote the quarter space Q = {x = (x1 ,..., x,): x,-i > 0, X, > 0), 
let Gi be a regular [5; pp. lOC1,113] bounded region in R, and put G = G1 n Q 
and r E aG, n Q: where 8.S denotes the boundary .of a set S; the closure of 
a set S will be denoted by S. It is assumed that G” = Q - G is connected. 
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The key result, Theorem 5.1, deals with p > 1, q 3 1 and says there 
exists exactly one classical solution of the boundary value problem stated 
below. Let f be a given function which is continuous on r and satisfies the 
following growth restriction near the singular hyperplanes 
lim d-L1 ; P> ~(6, ; d f (I) = 0 
E-P 
U-2) 
for t on r and p on f f~ aQ and where 
p(t; A) = P-1, X>l 
= (log t)-1, x = 1. 
(1.3) 
Boundary Value Problem. Find a classical solution u of (1.1) in G such 
that u takes on the boundary values f on r and satisfies the growth restriction 
(1.2) for 4 in G and to on e n aQ. 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 treat p < 1, q < 1, and p < 1, q > 1, respectively, 
and follow from Theorem 5.1 via Weinstein’s correspondence principle [l]. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is potential theoretic and depends on Sections 3 
and 4 which provide the tools indicated by their titles. An appendix gives 
estimates needed for the fundamental solution of L. 
Equation (1.1) is the canonical form of the equation 
(except for m = -2 or n = -2) in the first quadrant where it is elliptic 
for all values of m and n. Thus (1.1) includes not only the equation of GASPT 
but also many of the specific models of degenerate elliptic equations as well 
as those of mixed type in the elliptic regions. Even excluding the theory of 
elliptic-parabolic equations initiated by Fichera [6] (for references see the 
recent monograph by Oleinik and Radkevic [7]) there is a vast literature on 
such equations, principally in the Soviet Union. Consequently, we mention 
only those works with several singular manifolds directly related to the 
present paper (see [8] and references therein for more general equations 
involving Bessel’s operator in one of the variables; for the general second 
order elliptic equation degenerating on the boundary considered by Visik, 
Baouendi, and others see the bibliographies of [7, 9-111). 
Poisson integral formulas for (1.1) appear in [12] (see [13] for an integral 
operator approach for n = 2); some properties of solutions of equations 
involving the GBASPT are given in [14] where further references may be 
found; mean value theorems for (1.1) are given in [15, 161 (see also [17]). 
Some additional closely related recent papers are [18-25]. Our results are 
analogs of Huber [26] in GASPT, some of which were stated without proof. 
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2. SURFACES BELONGING TO A* 
We say r belongs to /Pa if r is a Lyapunov surface (see, e.g., [lo, 271); 
let d denote the radius of a uniform Lyapunov sphere. We say I’ belongs to 
I 
:” if there exists a positive contant M such that for x on r and for Y = 
vi ,..., v,J, the exterior unit normal to r at X, we have 
for 0 < x,-i < d and 
IL1 I f MC-, 
I vn I < Mx,” 
for 0 < x, < d. Clearly, these conditions require that I’ meet the singular 
hyperplanes orthogonally. The need for this restriction is probably due to 
the potential theoretic methods employed. A similar restriction was used by 
Talenti [28] (see also [27; p. 2021). 
Finally we say r belongs to A* if, in addition to the above, for each point x 
on r n 39 it is possible to construct a sphere which intersects r only at x 
and which has its center on the exterior normal at x. 
Throughout we require that I’ belong to A* although the full strength of 
this restriction is not needed for some arguments. 
3. INTEGRAL EQUATIONS ON THE SURFACES 
In this section we begin applying potential theoretic methods to our 
boundary value problem. The resulting operators are shown to be Fredholm 
but several adaptations are necessary due to the singular nature of the 
problem. 
The function [29] 
E(x, 5) = - (r(4b + p + 4 - 2])/+w(p:2) q4/2)) g-,g 77 ?I
X ss u2--n--P--Q sin 9-1, 1 sin’-l 8, dtl, dl?, 
0 0 
where 
u = [i x - .$ I2 + 4~~~~5~~~ sirP(0,/2) + 4x,4, sinz(f3,/2)]11z 
is a fundamental solution in the large of (1.1) with pole 5. Using (3.1) to 
form the double layer potential 
(3.2) 
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yields for appropriate p a solution of (1.1) for all 5 in Q - r. The form of 
the double layer (3.2) is motivated by the Green’s third identity for L for 
a solution 4 of (1.1) in a region G 
Here and in (3.2) Y, denotes the exterior unit normal at x and for the present, 
we assume that the density p is continuous on I’ and satisfies the growth 
condition (1.2). Then (Theorem A.2 in Appendix) one can verify the jump 
condition 
lim w(t) = &(x0) + w(9) 
E-d 
(3.3) 
for f in G. Taking into account the boundary condition leads to the integral 
equation 
h&3 + jr 1-44 ~L~ng(WciJ J%, 0 dsx = f(5) (3.4) 
for each E on r. The right-hand side of (3.4) need not belong to L,(r) but 
this is remedied by multiplication of both sides by &.$,g to obtain the 
integral equation 
:4> + s, 4W%) JW, E) d& = g(t). (3.5) 
In (3.5) the functions w and g are [z-rf,q multiplied by p and f, respectively. 
The integral operator in (3.5) h as, by Lemma A.1 in the Appendix, a 
weakly singular kernel, and hence ([27; 160-1611 with appropriate modifica- 
tions for the present case), is a compact operator on L,(r). Therefore, the 
Fredholm alternative applies and leads to the examination of nontrivial 
solutions of the homogeneous adjoint equation 
(3.6) 
LEMMA 3.1. The o&y solution of (3.6) bekmging to L,(r) is the triwial 
solution. 
Proof. Let b be any La(r) solution of (3.6). Since (Lemma A.1 in 
Appendix) the kernel in (3.6) is weakly singular, B has a continuous extension 
to r (for a proof see the proof of Theorem 5.1). Now form the single layer 
potential 
44 EE j 40 WG 4) ds, 
r 
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which is a solution of (1.1) in Q - r and satisfies the jump condition 
(WW(4)~ = b-W +s, GW/W , 5) ds, (3.7) 
for x on r. But (3.6) implies the right side of (3.7) vanishes, and, therefore, 
TJ is a solution of the exterior Neumann problem for the region Ge = Q - G 
with vanishing Neumann data prescribed (only) on r. Moreover, by direct 
examination of v it is seen that v vanishes at co and is Cm on Q - f and 
continuous on Q. Hence, by Theorem 4.1 of the next section it follows that v 
vanishes identically in Q. Thus the jump condition (Theorem A.3 in Ap- 
pendix) 
(3-g) 
when subtracted from (3.7), yield d(x) = 0 on r, completing the proof of 
the lemma. 
Now the Fredholm alternative implies that for every given g in L,(r) there 
exists a unique w in L,(r) satisfying (3.5). Hence, for every f such that 
5L5,“f(E) belongs to L,(r) th ere exists a unique p such that x~-~x~‘+(x) 
belongs to L,(r) and satisfies the integral equation (3.4). These facts will be 
applied in Section 5 after Theorem 4.1 fills in the gap in our results thus 
far. 
4. MAXIMUM PRINCIPLES AND UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the uniqueness theorem stated 
immediately below, but the tools (i.e., strong maximum principle, boundary 
point principle etc.) are of interest in themselves. The proof of the theorem 
appears at the end of the section. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G” = Q - e and suppose p > 0 and q > 0. If 4 is a 
function defined on all of g such that 
1. + E C2(Ge) n C2(G) n C’(@ -r) n C’(e - f) n CO(Q); 
2. L[+] = 0 in G and Ge; 
3. (&$/~Y), = 0 on f; 
4. limlel+m C(x) = 0, x E Ge; 
then C(x) = 0 in p. 
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Remark 1. In Condition 3 of Theorem 4.1, the exterior normal derivative 
at a point x0 on f is defined (compare Theorem A.3 in Appendix) by 
(a+/&), (9) = lim V+(x) . v. 
x-d 
(4.1) 
where v, is the exterior normal at x0 and x is on the exterior normal. 
Remark 2. In the following four lemmas the obvious dual results obtained 
by reversing the appropriate inequalities (yielding minimum principles, etc.) 
will not be explicitly mentioned but will be applied as needed. 
The first lemma is a mean value inequality obtained recently [16, see 
also 301 for solutions of differential inequalities for the operator L in (1.1). 
In this lemma a weighted mean value over a hemisphere of a solution is 
compared to the value of the solution at a certain point not at the center of 
the hemisphere but on a singular hyperplane. For fixed b > 0 the hemispheres 
considered belong to the one-parameter family of hemispheres in Q with 
center at (O,..., 0, &J) and radius Y = b(K2 - 1)lj2, K > 1. By 1 we will denote 
the interior (in the topology of R,-,) ofD n {x : x,-~ = 0) where Q = JJi n Q 
and Sz, is a region, not necessarily bounded, in R, . 
LEMMA 4.2 (Mean Value Inequality). Let x0 = (0, O,..., 0, b) belong to I 
and suppose the hemisphere S from the above family is su.ciently small so that 
the corresponding closed hemi-ball is contained in !2 v I. Then for p > 0, q > 0, 
any solution 4 of L[$] < 0 in Q such that + belongs to C2(J2) n C’(Q u I) 
satisfies the mean value inequality 
WP + nl> 
&T 2 &n--1)/2 Q$[p + 11) x;-1(x,/b)(q-n-P)‘2 +(x) dS. 
(4.2) 
The function W is a hypergeometric fun&ion 
W(K) = &Hn + p - nl, Hn + P + 4 - 21; Sb + PI; 40 - K>) 
which does not vanish for K > 1. 
For x0 at the origin (b = 0) the previous result does not apply, but one 
has a mean value inequality corresponding to the mean value equality 
contained in a remark of Hall, Quinn and Weinacht [12, Remark 3, Section 31. 
For completeness we formulate this result and indicate the proof briefly 
below. Previously Kapilevich considered analogous mean value equalities 
for n = 2 [15] and n = 3 [31] after Weinstein [2] had given the mean value 
theorem for GASPT (see also [32]). 
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LEMMA 4.3 (Mean Value Inequality). Suppose fi, contains the origin. Let 
Q(R) be any quarter-sphere of radius R and center at the or&in such that the 
corresponding closed ball is contained in G, . Then for p > 0, q > 0 any 
solution $J of L[+] < 0 in Sz such that $ belongs to C2(Q) n C’(a - tl$ n Q) 
satisfies the mean value inequality 
440) 3 2WdP + 4) s-‘~-~‘/~ r($[p + 11) P(Q[q + 11) Rn+P+*-1 
x x~-,x,~~(x) dS. 
(4.3) 
Proof. Introduce the function ) x 12--n-P--q - R2-*-P-q into the Green’s 
second identity for L and then simplify to obtain the result. 
The following interior and “at the boundary” maximum principles 
correspond to the characteristic case usually excluded (cf. [33, p. 2381). For 
related results see [34, 35, 361 where further references may be found, 
including the generalizations of Aleksandrov. These results (e.g., [34, 
pp. 3-41) do not apply to the present case when the normal direction is along 
a singular hyperplane. 
LEMMA 4.4 (Strong Maximum Principle). For p > 0, q > 0, suppose 4 
belongs t oC2(!S) n C’(D - anI n Q) and satisJes L[4] > 0 in Sz. If (b attains 
a relative maximum in Sz or at a point of &? - asZ, n Q, then 4 is identically 
constant in Sz. 
Proof. The maximum principle of Hopf [37] applies to (interior points of) 
J2 so only a point x0 on aQ - aGr n Q remains to be considered. Without 
loss of generality x0 = (O,..., 0, b) with b > 0. For b > 0 the mean value 
inequality (4.2) implies that + is constant in some hemisphere in Q enclosing 
x?, and hence, by analyticity of + in G, in all of G. The proof is completed by 
applying the same reasoning in the case b = 0 but using (4.3) instead of 
(4.2). 
Remark 1. The restrictionp > 0, q > 0 in Lemma 4.4 is not superfluous 
as the example -(xi:Tzke) shows. For related results for GASPT, see 
[l, 38, 391. 
Remark 2. Of course, the above maximum principle yields uniqueness 
for solutions of Dirichlet problems for (1.1) which are sufficiently smooth 
on the closure of the region. For p 3 1, q > 1, an improvement of this 
result is contained in Theorem 5.1. 
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LEMMA 4.5 (Boundary Point Principle). Let p > 0, q > 0 and suppose 
X2l n Q belongs to A*. If $ is a nonconstant function which attains a maximum 
at x0 on a& n Q such that 
1. r$~C~(G’)nC’(~-3as;F,nQ); 
2. L[+] 3 0 in C?; 
0 < (&$/a,), (ti) = lim V+(X) . vo, XEQ, 
x+x0 
where v. is the exterior normal at x0 and x is on the normal line at x0. 
Proof. In a small neighborhood of x0 on a& n Q the operator L is 
uniformly elliptic with smooth coefficients. Hence, the boundary point 
principle of Hopf [40] and Oleinik [41] ( see also [42]) yields the assertion 
directly for such a point. -- 
But even for x0 on (X& n Q) n aQ w h ere L has singular coefficients we 
can use Hopf’s proof [40] as follows. Because 3sZ, n Q belongs to A*, there 
is a point K on the interior normal at x0 such that for some fixed positive p -- 
the closed ball B(%; p) intersects 852, n Q only at x0. Moreover, we 
may assume without loss that +(x) < $(x0) in B(q p) n Q. Letting 
T z B(a; p) n B(x”; p/2) n Q, ’ t m ro d uce, following Hopf [40], the auxiliary 
nonpositive function h on T via 
h(x) G e-60’ _ e-@ 
where r = j x - x ) and K is a positive constant. Observe that for sufficiently 
large K, L[h] < 0 in T. Define in T 
v(x) SE c)(x) -&IT”) - l h 
where E is a positive number. Then L[w] > 0 in T and v is nonpositive on 
[S(xO; p/2) U S(X; p)] n T, provided E is sufficiently close to zero. Here S 
refers to the boundary of the corresponding ball B. By the maximum principle 
of this section, v is negative in T. Thus, 
lW&) - 9(x”>/l x 
x-d 
- x0 I) < 2kepe-koZ < 0 
which is the assertion. 
LEMMA 4.6 (Uniqueness for Exterior Neumann Problem). If r belongs 
to A* and for p > 0, q > 0 a function + satisfies 
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1. + E Cs(G”) n C’(c - f) n CO(G); 
2. L[+] = 0 in G”; 
3. (a+/&), = 0 on T; 
then #I(X) = 0 in G”. 
Proof. The maximum principle of this section applied to Ge insures that 
the maximum and minimum of 4 occur on r. The boundary point principle 
of this section (applied to G) together with Hypothesis 3 of the present 
lemma require that 45 be constant in Ge; Hypothesis 4 insures that the constant 
is zero, completing the proof. 
Finally, we return to Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By the previous lemma $J = 0 in 5, and hence, 
in particular, 4 = 0 on f. Then + is a solution of the interior Dirichlet 
problem for G with homogeneous boundary data prescribed (only) on r 
such that $ belongs to C’s(G) n C’(G - f) n C(G). By the maximum 
principle of this section + = 0 in G, completing the proof. 
5. THE KEY RESULT 
We can now formulate our results for our boundary value problem, 
including information about the solution near the singular hyperplanes. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let r belong to A* and suppose f is continuous on r and 
satisjies the growth condition (1.2) near the singular hyperplanes. Denote by TV 
the unique solution of the integral equation (compare equation (3.4)), 
3&3 + m4t> = f 69, (5.1) 
such that x&,x~Q~(x) belongs to L,(r) and where 
Then forp >, 1, q 2 1 the function w defined in G by the double layerpotential 
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has the following properties: 
(a) w is analytic in G and satisJes L[w] = 0 in G; 
(b) w assumes the boundary values f on l? 
(4 w inherits the behavior off near the singular hyperplanes: 
lim p(5,-I ; P) ~(5, ; 4) w(5) = 0; 
d-d 
(EG, f”eGnaQ, 
the limit being uniform with respect to to. 
Moreover, there is at most one function belonging to C2(G), satisfying (1.1) 
in G and with properties (b) and (c). 
Remark. The results of Sections 3 and 4 insure that (5.1) has exactly one 
solution p such that xE-lx,‘$(x) belongs to L,(P). 
Proof. The proof uses the theory of integral operators with weakly 
singular kernels (see, e.g., [27; Part III]) with appropriate minor modifications 
for the present case of Lyapunov surfaces rather than bounded sets in R, . 
Because E is a fundamental solution of L with pole t and since &x, l) = 
Z?([, x), we have that w defined in (5.3) belongs to C2(G) and L[w] = 0 in G. 
Then from the theory of elliptic equations with analytic coefficients (see, e.g., 
[43]), we conclude that w is analytic in G, completing the proof of asser- 
tion (a). 
If, as in Section 3, one defines ~(5) = .$i-r[,,~p([) and g(f) E EC,E,“f(&, 
then (5.1) can be written (compare Eq. (3.5)) 
54s) + ~bJlb3 = Aw (5.4) 
where w belongs to L,(T), 
and 
lim &L ; p) j-G, ; q) g(t) = 0; EEr, pdnaQ (5.5) 
w-rf” 
with p defined by 
p”(t; A) EE t-l, A>1 
EG t-‘(log t)-1, x = 1. 
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With these notations it follows (Lemma A.1 in Appendix) that R has a 
weakly singular kernel and that property (c) of w is equivalent to 
lim 8CL ; P) iW, ; 4) Gel = 0; 
Ed 
(EG, pEGnaQ, (5.6) 
the limit being uniform in 5”. 
To prove (5.6) one can use the ideas in [27, pp. 178-1791 as follows. 
Introduce a “cut-off” function 
CT(t) = 0, 0 < t < r/2 
G 2(t/T) - 1, T/2 < t < 7 
= 1, t 2 7, 
and write the operator 2R as the sum of 
&[xl(5) = 2s, [l - c4 x - t I)1 x(@h) E’(x, 0 ds, > 
which has a weakly singular kernel and K2 = 2R - Ki which has a con- 
tinuous kernel. Then (5.4) can be written as 
where j = 2g - Ks[w] has a continuous extension on p and satisfies (5.5). 
Following [27, pp. 178-1791 it is seen that T may be chosen so that onL,(I’), 
// Ki (1 < 1, and further, 
Cd = go (--l)z G”V1 (5.7) 
not only in the sense of L,(r) but also uniformly on r. This implies the 
continuity (of the extension) of w on r. Moreover, analogous techniques 
show that (5.6) holds as we now indicate briefly. 
We treat the case p > 1, 4 > 1 with the remaining cases needing only 
slight modifications. From the fact that (~,-~/~~-~)“l(x~/~~)“I(alavz> E(x, 5) 
has a weak singularity (Lemma A. 1 in Appendix), for (p, , ql) = (p, 4) or 
(0,O) or (1, 1) the parameter 7 may be chosen so that the integrals of these 
functions over r, = Z’n {x: 1 x - .$ [ < T} are each less than 4, independent 
of f on CZ. 
Now for any positive number E there exists a positive 6 such that 
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if x,-r < 6 or x, < 6 because g satisfies (5.5) and the estimate 
where the integral on the right side is continuous on i? 
Considering r decomposed into two parts according to the criterion 
x,-r > 6 and x, 2 6, and its complement yields 
where M E sup j J I over F. By induction 
I &“[W(5)1 < [M& + =ft%-1W-~Q1(4)z, 
and so, from (5.7) 
which establishes (5.6) and therefore property (c) of w. 
Now property (b) follows easily from the jump conditions for double 
layer potentials (Theorem A.2 in Appendix): For [ in G and each $ on I’, 
lim w(S) = BP(P) + wu(S”), 
5+co 
and so the left side equals f(P) by (5.1), yielding the assertion. 
The uniqueness follows from an argument of Huber [38] for GASPT 
adapted to GBASPT in [14, Section 31 and summarized as follows. 
Let 
h(t; y) EE P-y, Y>l 
= log(R/t), y=l 
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where R = 2 diam G. Then for any two solutions u, and ua of (1.1) in G 
satisfying (b) and (c), the function 
is a solution of (1.1) which, for positive E, is nonpositive on the boundary of 
Gs = G n {x: X,+~ > S} n { X: x, > S} for sufficiently small 6. Hence, by 
the maximum principle of Hopf, 4 is nonpositive on the closure of G6. 
Letting E tend to zero yields ur , < u on G6 and therefore also in G. Similarly a 
ua < ur in G and uniqueness is established, completing the proof of the 
theorem. 
Remark. The function [‘& $1~ with y = a(2 - 11 -p - q) and 
spherical r shows that condition (c) is not superfluous in the uniqueness 
question. 
6. SOME COROLLARIES 
Boundary value problems for L for values of (p, 4) other than p 3 1, 
Q > 1 are considered in the following two theorems which correspond to 
[12, Theorems 2 and 31 which deal with spherical regions. The proof, as 
in [12], amounts to a reduction to the case p > 1, 4 > 1 by means of 
Weinstein’s correspondence principle [l]. In the present paper Theorem 5.1 
can be applied to the reduced problem. Because of the similarity to the 
argument of [12] proofs will be omitted. 
For p < 1, q < 1 data are prescribed on all of aG with vanishing data on 
the intersection with the singular hyperplanes. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let I’ belong to A* and let g be a function which is continuous 
on 8G and which vanishes on aG - r. Then for p < 1, q < 1, there is exactly 
one function V belonging to C2(G) n C(G) such that LP,JV] = 0 in G and 
which takes on the boundary values g on aG: 
lim V(x) = g(tO); XEG, (OEaG 
x4 
Moreover, V is given by 
V(x) = x:~;x;-aw(x) 
where w is the function given by (5.3) with (p, q) replaced by (2 - p, 2 - q). 
The next theorem deals with p < 1, q 3 1, and here continuous data are 
prescribed on r as well as zero data on x,-i = 0. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let P belong to A* and let h be a function which is continuous 
on P and has the following behavior near the singular hyperplanes 
where p is dejned as in (1.3). Then for p < I, q > 1, there is exactly one 
function W belonging to C2(G) such L[W] = 0 in G, W assumes the boundary 
values h on I’ 
lim W(x) = h(Y); x E G, r$O E r 
x4 
and W inherits the behavior of h near the singular hyperplanes 
lim p(xn ; q) W(x) = 0; 
x+x0 
XEG, x”dnaQ. 
Moreover, W is given by 
W(x) = x:yW(x) 
where w is the function given by (5.3) with (p, q) replaced by (2 - p, q). 
Formula (5.3) of Theorem 5.1 also leads to results on continuation of 
solutions of (1 .l) beyond the singular hyperplanes. 
THEOREM 6.3 (Continuation Theorem). Let GI be symmetric with respect 
to x,-~ = 0 and x, = 0, and suppose p > 1 and q > 1. If u belonging to 
C2(G) n C(C - Q) a isasolutionof(l.l)inGsuchthatforxOinGnaQ 
lim &G ; P) P(G ; 4) 44 = 0; XEGvr, 
x-d 
(6.1) 
then u can be continued analytically to all of GI as an even function of x,,-~ 
and x, . The extension satisfies (1.1) in GI except on x,-~ = 0 and x, = 0. 
Proof. The (continuous) values of u on r (thanks to the condition (6.1) 
for x on r) can be used as an acceptable f in (5.1) to produce a solution p of 
(5.1) which is acceptable as a density of the double layer w in (5.3). The 
function I?(,, 5) is even in 5,-r and t,, . Hence, as a function of 6, it is a 
solution of (1.1) for x on r with singularities on aG, as well as I’. But, for x 
on r, I?(x, 5) is analytic in 5 in G, even on the singular hyperplanes. There- 
fore, w is analytic in Gr , satisfies (1.1) in Gr except on the singular hyper- 
planes and is even in tn...r and 6, . Moreover, by Theorem 5.1, w takes on the 
boundary values u on r and satisfies the growth condition (6.1). Hence, by 
the uniqueness part of Theorem (5.1), w coincides with u on G and con- 
stitutes the required extension. 
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Remarks. (1) The example in the remark at the end of Section 5 shows the 
condition (6.1) is not superfluous. 
(2) Theorem 6.3 is an extension of [14, Theorem 11, which deals with 
spherical regions, The extension to nonspherical regions of [ 14, Corollaries 1 
and 21 follow in an analogous way from Theorem 6.3 (for the extensions 
merely replace B+(R) and B(R) in [14] by G and Gr , respectively). In 
particular, the extension of Corollary 2 with p = 0 (a = 0 in the notation 
of [14]) constitutes a refinement of a result of Huber for GASPT [38, 
Theorem l] (see also [26, p. 1481) since our result insures the extension of u 
to all of the reflection of G about X, = 0. 
(3) By use of the method of descent in the manner of Diaz and Ludford 
[44] (see [14] for the case of spherical regions), the continuation results are 
valid also for solutions of L[u] + hu = 0 where h is a real constant. 
APPENDIX 
This appendix shows that various integral operators considered in the 
paper are weakly singular (Lemma A.l). The jump conditions for double 
layer potentials and single layer potentials are given in Theorems A.2 and 
A.3. The reader will recognize that hypergeometric functions are involved 
but that our estimates are more direct than those based on this fact. 
LEMMA A.l. Let GI be a bounded regular region in R, with r z aG, n Q 
belonging to A:“. Then for p 3 1 and q > 1 the kernels 
and 
are weakly singular. More speciJically, given any compact set F of &, there exists 
a positive number C depending only on F, n, p and q such that 
for all x on r, e in F(t # x), and where 6 is any number such that 0 < 6 < 01. 
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Proof. We treat first the case of k(x, 5). Note that with an obvious 
change of variables 
where 
Il(x, 5) s Ax:-,x,” jol jol al’[t(l - t)](“-2)‘2 [~(l - .)](‘-‘)” dt d7, 
12(x, 6) = ~Ax;+;x~~~,,-~ jol j’ CT;P”~( 1 - t)(‘-2)‘2 [$l - T)] (a-2)‘2 dt d7, 
12(x, f) zz ~Ax;-,x;+~ 5, l1 L1 a;[t( 1 - t)](“-2)‘2 ~“~(1 - T)(‘-‘)‘~ dt dr, 
A = 28+a-1F($[~ + p + q]),‘7~‘~T(p/2) Q/2), 
“1 = [I x - 6 I2 + 4X,-l&--lt + 4G&5n711’2, 
and r = -(n + p + Q). Since r belongs to kP the quantity Cy=, (xi - &)vi 
is [27, p. 3491 bounded in absolute value by CO ] x - 5 [l+u with C’s depending 
only on the dimension of the space and constants determined by the Lyapunov 
surface r. Since r belongs to A:a, the quantities XF’Yi (i = n - 1, n) are 
bounded. Therefore, it is sufficient to obtain the estimates 
and 
for 1 = 2, 3. 
Estimate for II . 
where 
ll(x, [) E x;Ml jol [t(l - t)](“-2)‘2 [I x - 4 I2 + 4x,_lE,-lt]-(n’4)-(p’2) dt, 
12(x, 5) G xna jo1 [q - T)](a-2)‘2 [I x - 5 I2 + 4~,&]-(~‘~)-(~‘~) dT. 
We now show that 
J&c, 5) < c2 I x - 4 IV29 64.3) 
the estimate for Jr being similar. The estimate (A.3) is immediate for X, = 0 
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and follows easily for t,, = 0 since then 1 x - E 1 > x, . We henceforth 
exclude these cases. If 2 1 x - 5 / > x, , then 
u r-q Ez [I x - I$ I2 + 4x,5,p < 29Xx,9 
so that in terms of the beta function, 
J&, 8) < 2*qq/2,dq I x - 5 I-(n’2). 
Finally for the case 2 / x - f 1 < x, , the result is immediate if Q = 2 by a 
simple integration and the fact that x, < 25, in the present case. 
If 4 # 2, split the integral over [0, l] into the sum over [0, $1 and [$ , 01. 
For 7 on [f , 11, 6- 4 < (~x,J,)-*/~ and B(q/2; 4/2) j x - 5 lmnj2 is a bound 
for this contribution again using x, < 26, . For the integral over [0, $1 using 
the binomial series for (1 - T)(*-~)/~ and the change of variable S = 
4x,5, I x - 5 /-27 yields a series of terms of the form 
1 X - I$ l-n’2 (~X,I$,)-“~ (I X - L$ i2/4Xnfn)’ jo2’~‘~‘“~“~’ (-4.4) 
x ++22-2)/2(1 + c+n/4)-(a/2) ds, 
For 1 = 0 the integral in (A.4) is bounded above by the beta function 
B(q/2; n/2) from which the desired estimate follows. For I > 1 the integral 







Therefore, using 2 j x - E I2 < x& , the series with terms (A.4) is majorized 
by j x - 5 l-n/2(4~,&-g/2 multiplied by a convergent series of positive 
terms. The estimate for I1 is now complete. 
To obtain the corresponding results for 1s , use the estimate 
where 
JJx, t) = xc1 s,’ [t(l - t)](“-2)‘2 [I x - E I2 + 4~,&n-~t]-“‘~ dt, 
14(x, 5) = x:+a 6, Jo1 ~“~(1 - T)(~-~)‘~ [I x - 6 I2 + 4~,5,7]-(“+“)‘~ dr, 
with a similar estimate for I,. To treat Ja follow the preceding argument 
given for J2 with n set equal to zero. This may introduce logarithmic terms 
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in the estimates which accounts for the weakening of the exponent in the 
result from 01 to 6 and, in part, the restriction of 4 to a compact subset F. 
A similar procedure to that for ]a leads to the estimate 
14(x, f) < G I x - t l1+6-n, 
completing the proof for k(x, 5). 
(A-5) 
Now the proof for & is straightforward since for x,-r # 0, x, # 0, 
4% 5) = (En-l/Xn-1)P(4n/Xn)q 4% 5). 
Estimates involving the ([,Jx~)* t erm will now be given; similar estimates 
treat the (&-r/~,+r)q term. If 5, < X, the desired estimate follows imme- 
diately. If 5, > X, we consider two cases: [ x - f 1 < &$,, and 1 x - 5 1 > 45, . 
In the former case we have 5, < 2x, and again the estimate follows imme- 
diately. In the latter case write ff as a sum analogous to that for k in (A.2) to 
observe that it is sufficient to prove 
and 
(t%%)q J?,(x, f.) < 2”G I x - 4 I-n’z 
But these follow immediately from (A.3) and (A.5) using 6,” I x - 5 I--Q < 29 
on the integrals involved. 
A similar argument for Fz” completes the proof of the lemma once it is 
noticed that for x,-r # 0, x, f 0, 
4% 5) = (4,-l/xn-1)“-‘(5,/xn)q-1 46 if). 
.By using the power series expansions as in the proof of Lemma A.1 (see 
Eq. (A.4)), paying particular attention to the first term one obtains the 
following two theorems detailing the behavior of the surface potentials near 
the surface I’. 
THEOREM A.2. Let p be continuous on r and satisfy the growth condition 
(1.2). Then the double layer potential 
satisjies 
and 
lim w(5) = &(x0) + w(xO); +$ E G, x0 E I’. 
P-4 
lim w(E) = -&(x”) + w(xO); 5 E G”, x0 E r. 
c&m0 
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THEOREM A.3. Let w be continuous on r and satisfy the growth condition 




((2v/2v)(x”)), = liin$grad v(x)] . v. ; [ E G, 
((271/2~)(4), = liim$grad V(X)] . v. ; 5 E G”, 
and 
Here v. is the exterior unit normal at x0, and all limits are taken along the 
normal direction (5 = x0 + tv,). 
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